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ANALYSIS AND COMMENT

CRIMINAL SANCTIONS FOR SHIP-SOURCE POLLUTION

Alla Pozdnakovat
Den offentlige påtulemyndighet (Public prosecution authorities) mot A og Q (MV Full City)

Court of Appeal, Agder, Norway, 22June 2011

The court applied criminal sanctions for accidental oil spill and interpreted the concept of negligence
under relevant provisions of Norwegian law.

Facts
During a storm in July 2009. MV Full City, a Panama-registered bulk carrier with 23 crew members on
board, lot its anchorage and drifted uncontrollably until it grounded in Norwegian waters near the
town of Langesund.The ship was operated by Cosco Maritime Ltd (Hong Kong).The shipmaster and
crew were Chinese. As a result of the accident, 300tons of bunker oil leaked into the sea and polluted
about 120 km of the coastline, including bird sanctuaries and special protected areas.

The judgment contains an account of the events of the night when the accident took place and the
circumstances in which it happened.The position where MV Full City anchored on 3OJuly 2009 is very
exposed to winds and weather condicions which were particularly severe that evening. The ship was
ordered by port authorities in Porsgrunn to wait in position for her turn. As the shipmaster was off
duty and the third officer kept the watch, the storm grew in scrength.The anchor soon failed and the
ship began drifting. The shipmaster’s attempts to manoeuvre the ship out of the situation were
unsuccessful and she ran aground at about midnight. A rescue operation was launched by the
coastal authorities but was to no avail in preventing bunker oil spilling from the ship, which was
discovered the next morning.

Issues and decision

Applicable laws and verdict
Charges were brought against the shipmaster and the third officer on the basis of the Norwegian Act
of 13 March 1981 No 6 Concerning Protection Against Pollution and Coneerning Waste (APA)’ and
Act of 16 February 2007 No 9 relating to Ship Safety and Security (SSA).2

The SSA is the main Act regulating the safety of ships in Norway. It is supplemented by several
government regulations, including environmental safety and pollution prevention. The law also
applies to foreign ships within the limits of Norway’s exclusive economic zone.

The prosecutors considered that the APAwas also applicable in this case.With respect to ship-source
pollution, the APA generally refers to provisions on sanctions laid down in the SSA.The two acts do
overlap to some extent, for example with respect to acute pollution incidents from Norwegian and
foreign vessels which take place in internal waters and the territorial sea. It is generally up to the law
enforcer to decide on which basis to prosecute?

Postdoccoral fellow, University of Oslo, Law Faculty, Scandinavian Instituce of Maritime Law.
Full text English translation of the Act is available at www.ub.uio.no/cgi-bin/ujurfulov/sok.cgi.

~ ibid.

T H Pettersen and HJ Bull Skipssikkerhetsloven med kommentar (Fagbokforlaget 2010) pp 783—4.
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In this case, the grounding took place in Norwegian internal sea waters (within the baselines) and
Norwegian jurisdiction was not disputed. The prosecutor submitted that the shipmaster was negli
gent in that be bad not taken adequate measures to prevent the accidental pollution, in contravention
of a number of APA and SSA provisions.The court of first instance fully upheld the charges against the
shipmaster and acquitted the third officer with respect toviolations of the Ship Safety Act.The Court
of Appeal upheld charges against the shipmaster but fully acquitted the third officer. The Court of
Appeal changed the sentence of real imprisonment to probation for the shipmaster.

Negligence and standard ofcare
The issue in focus for the court was whether the shipmaster bad (or bad not) exercised the standard
of care required by the two Acts in how be dealt with the emergency before, during and after the
grounding.

In principal, an actor is negligent if his conduct deviates from the standard of care that a reasonable
and competent person would have observed under the circumstances in Iight of person’s position and
responsibilities.4 It is also a well-established principle in Norwegian law that inherently dangerous
activities (of which shipping is a good example) require the exercise of special care because there is
a high degree of probability that lack of care will result in significant damage. Therefore, persons
responsible for safety must be particularly careful with respect to their own risky conduct
(precautionary principle).5 What constitutes sufficiently careful conduct wilI be evaluated strictly.6
The shipmaster may have acted negligently, even if be was subjectively unaware of a risk of pollution
which be ought to have been aware of in light of his experience and knowledge (be was an
experienced sailor).

According to the APA s 7:

[ijf there is a danger of pollution contrary to this Act or decisions made pursuant thereto, the person
responsible for the pollution shall ensure that measures [that are in reasonable proportion to the
damage and nuisance to be avoided] are taken to prevent such pollution (rom occurring.

The Court of Appeal agreed with the prosecutor and the court of first instance that the shipmaster
failed to take reasonable and proportionate measures to prevent or mitigate pollution contrary to
the APA s 7. The court also pointed out that the fact that Full City bad just got bunkered and was
sailing in ballast showed that in the event of an accident she represented a particularly high risk to
the environment. Otber dangers such as the general exposure of the anchorage place to storms and
severe weather conditions that night only intensified the necessary standard of care in that case.7

Under the APAthe’[o]bjective conditions for criminal character of violations is a failure to undertake
“measures” where there exists an actual “danger”of pollution~8 The Act does not specify what
constitutes ‘reasonable’ measures as this depends on the individual circumstances of the case.

Generally, Norwegian courts take a discretionary approach to assessing the criminal character of
negligent pollution and characterise the conduct in question in Iight of the circumstances of the
case as a whole. The court stressed the shipmaster’s omission to take measures ‘fundamental to the
ship~s safety~ such as monitoring the weather conditions and forecasts, properly observing the ship’s
position and movements as she was anchored, and giving proper and clear instructions to the crew on
watch.The shipmaster failed to assess the risk entailed in anchoring the ship so close to the shore in
such weather conditions. He did not attempt to sau further from the shore as the wind grew in
strength. Some otber specific ‘measures’ suggested by the court were: giving clear instructions to
the crew about the use of cross bearing, using radar to measure distances, using anchor alarm

Judgment of the first instance coort, pIl. Penal Code 2005 s 23.
Hans Christian Bogge. kommentar (available in Norwegian at Norsk Ioukommentar).

6 ND 2003 s 384 (Sleipner).

See sko Rt 19935603 (Seacot).
The Court of Appeal p 14 of the judgment (autbor’s translacion. Norwegian cext available in LOVDATA).
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systems, and ordering the engine to be kept in stand-by position. Su
drifting to be discovered early and could possibly have enabled the ~ on the basis

‘- tnthedutytoout of the situation.The caurt noted that the shipmaster should
neglecting to take the above-mentioned measures might lead to .~ b~ -, ~ a button.

4? b~
The same omissions also resulted in the violation of a number ~ ‘ g, .~

by not giving sufficient instructions to the crew, the shipmast’ ~0 o and
watch-keeping on board.9 Lastly, the shipmaster did not r 1’er
emergency.

In determining the objective standard of care for the shipmastei
with safety requirements, the court also referred to the International Safety.
an instruction on-board Full City based on the Code. which contained relatively COncrete
respect to safe sailing.

Caissal lInk
In the author’s view, the judgment is not comprehensive on the issues of causation. From the outset,
the Court of Appeal confirmed that:

[i]n addition [to the omission to undertake relevant measures], there must be an adequate and
expectable causal link between the danger which emerged and the omission to act as well as there
must be a relationship between possible damages and the measures which the person responsible was
obliged to undertake)°

The question is whether it would also be useful to examine whether the pollution or danger of
pollution would have emerged irrespective of the shipmaster’s omissions, in order to determine a
causal link for purposes of criminal liability for negligent conduct. Only with respect to the
shipmaster’s omission to notify the emergency, the court expressly disregarded the argument that
such notification would not have changed the development of the events so that the grounding and
resulting pollution would have been unavoidable in any case.° With respect to the other omissions,
the court focused on the shipmaster’s poor performance, without attaching any weight (not
expressly in any case) to the dangerous circumstances outside the shipmaster’s control which were
probably present in those waters when the ship arrived.

Ute extent ofdamage caused by pollution
The wording of the APA s7 shows that criminal liability is not conditional on actual pollution and the
extent of such pollution. The mere ‘danger’ of pollution is sufficient to invoke obligation to take
measures under this section.

lt should be pointed out that the actual harm caused by the accident should in principle not be a
prerequisite for criminal liability because, if it were, the objective of deterrence would be
undermined.11 On the other hand, deterrence is an important objective of criminalising negligent
environmental offences, and increased attention and rigorous compliance with safety standards can
only be achieved by relatively stringent norms)3

Therefore, criminal prosecution of the shipmaster for his failure to take sufficient precautionary
measures and his neglect to give immediate notification of the emergency should not in itself be
based on the considerable extent of pollution caused by the leakage fram Full City. Yet the damage
caused by the spill still influences the outcome of the case for the accused because the APA provides

SSA ss 5(2) and 19(1).
‘° Court of Appeal pl4.

ibid p19.
~ M Cohen ‘Environniental crime and punishment: Iegal/economic cheory and empirical evidence of enforcemenc of federal

environmental stacutes’ (1991—1992)82 The Journal ofCriminal Law and Criminology 1054.
‘~ ibid p20. See also Norwegian Supreme Court in HR-2001-1528-Rt-2002-1368 p1371.
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systems, and ordering the engine to be kept in stand-by position. Such arrangements may have helped
drifting to be discovered early and could possibly have enabled the shipmaster to manoeuvre the ship
out of the situation.The court noted that the shipmaster should clearly have seen the possibility that
neglecting to take the above-mentioned measures might lead to danger of considerable damage.

The same omissions also resulted in the violation of a number of SSA provisions, particularly in that,
by not giving sufficient instructions to the crew, the shipmaster failed to ensure safe and adequate
watch-keeping on board.9 Lastly, the shipmaster did not notify the coastal authorities of the
emergency.

In determining the objective standard of care for the shipmaster’s conduct and his (non-)compliance
with safety requirements, the court also referred to the International Safety Management Code and
an instruction on-board Full City based on the Code, which contained relatively concrete rules with
respect to safe sailing.

Causal link
In the author’s view, the iudgment is not comprehensive on the issues of causation. From the outset,
the Court of Appeal confirmed that:

[i]n addition [to the omission to undertake relevant measures], there must be an adequate and
expectable causal link between the danger which emerged and the omission to act as well as there
must be a relationship between possible damages and the measures which the person responsible was
obliged to undertake.’°

The question is whether it would also be useful to examine whether the pollution or danger of
pollution would have emerged irrespective of the shipmaster’s omissions, in order to determine a
causal link for purposes of criminal liability for negligent conduct. Only with respect to the
shipmaster’s omission to notify the emergency. the court expressly disregarded the argument that
such notification would not have changed the developnient of the events so that the grounding and
resulting pollution would have been unavoidable in ar»’ case)’ With respect to the other omissions,
the court focused on the shipmaster’s poor performance, without attaching any weight (not
expressly in any case) to the dangerous circumstances outside the shipmaster’s control which were
probably present in those waters when the ship arrived.

The extent ofdomage caused by pollution
The wording of the APA s7 shows that criminal liability is not conditional on actual pollution and the
extent of such pollution. The mere ‘danger’ of pollution is sufficient to invoke obligation to take
measures under this section.

It should be pointed out that the actual han caused by the accident should in principle not be a
prerequisite for criminal liability because, if it were, the objective of deterrence would be
undermined)2 On the other hand, deterrence is an important objective of criminalising negligent
environniental offences, and increased attention and rigorous compliance with safety standards can
only be achieved by relatively stringent norms.’3

Therefore, cniminal prosecution of the shipmaster for his failure to take sufficient precautionary
measures and his neglect to give immediate notification of the emergency should not in itseif be
based on the considerable extent of pollution caused by the leakage fron, Full City. Yet the damage
caused by the spill still influences the outcome of the case for the accused because the APA provides

‘SSA ss 15(2) and 19(1).
° Court of Appeal p14.

ibid p19.
12 M Cohen ‘Environmental crime and punishment: Iegal/economjc theory and empirical evldence of enforcement of federal

environmental statutes’ (1991—1992)82 The Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology 1054.
° ibid p20. See also Norwegian Supreme Court in HR.2001.1529.Rt.20021368 p1371.
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a stricter criminal sanction (up to two years of imprisonment) if the violation has resulted in a risk of
great damage or serious nuisance, or there are otherwise especially aggravating circumstancesi4

The court found aggravating circumstances within the meaning of the APA in that the shipmaster
apparently realised (or ought to have realised) the possibility of a consicierable danger but did not
notify this potentially dangerous situation to che coastal authorities.

The court placed some weight on the significant extent of damage caused by the accident as it decided
on the type of criminal sanction to be applied.’5 The ship caused significant pollution with clean-up
costs of about 230m Norwegian kroner.” One might also speculate as to whether the serious
pollution of a popular summer residential and recreational area was the source of the major
impetus resulting in rather harsh retributive reaction by the enforcement authorities and courts
against the (foreign) shipmaster and third officer, both of whom were initially jailed and
subsequently ordered not to leave Norway until they were officially released against a security.

Furthermore, the SSA generally requires that the violation is found to be substantial as the threshold
for criminal liability. In an earlier case, it was clarif,ed that the’substantialicy’criterion did not relate to
a degree of negligence but was rather to be measured by reference to the obligations imposed on the
shipmaster.’7 It can also be seen from the Full City judgment thac the extent of the damage caused is
not essential for the purposes of establishing criminal liability under the SSA (although it may have
relevance for determining the severity of sanction). It was rather the finding that omissions by the
shipmaster with respect to measures ‘fundamental for safety on board che ship’ (as described
earlier) were ‘undoubtedly substantial’ in light of the high risks faced by the ship in those weather
conditions and other circumstances of the case)8

Gross negligence
The court agreed with prosecutors that the shipmaster’s neglecting to report to the local Vessel
Traffic Service unit on the incident was contrary to SSA requirements. The shipmaster had to notify
the danger of pollution as soon as the ship began to drift towards land and without waiting for
grounding or actual pollution to take place. He could easily have done so by using the equipment
available on board.

To incur criminal punishment under the SSA, such an omission must not only be substantial but also
grossly negligent.” Thus, proof of a higher degree of negligence is required to trigger criminal liability
for this violation than elsewhere in the AAP and SSA.

Generally, conduct is grossly negligent where it is particularly reprehensible and there are grounds for
strong reproach.2° According to the Supreme Court of Norway, grossly negligent behaviour is
‘especially blameworthy conduct [which] gives rise to strong reproaches for Iack ofcart2’

In the opinion of the court, the argument that the actual oil spill was inevitable anyway was not a
decisive factor for the applicability of the SSA. It was grossly negligent in itself that: ‘[A] did not warn
about drifting and increasing probability [of grounding] and, at last, about knowledge ofgrounding
with consequent pollution that will take plact22

More specifically, the court pointed out that in evaluating the shipmaster’s omission to notify, weight
should be given to the time which be did or did not have at his disposal. In principle, an omission in a
difficult situation is to be judged more leniently than in a situation during which there is time for calm

‘4APAs78.
CourtofAppeal p20.

‘~ Court of first instance p 4.

“ LH 2010-5805 (Aleksey Maryshev).
~ Court ol Appeal p18.
~ SSA ss37 (I), 34(2) and 65(I)(a).

20 Penal Code 2005 s 23.
~ Rt 1970s 1235 (author’s translacion).
22 ibid p 19.
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assessment. Yet the court did not find it possible to ~ustify omission to notify in this case on the basis
ofthe argument that the shipmaster was busy taking other measures to save the ship when the duty to
notify arose, since it was technically easy to give notification of emergency, simply by pushing a button.

Duty to notify the pollution emergency and safety management on board
The shipmaster was obliged to send a signal as a part of the’reasonable measures’ under the APA and
also as an independent duty under the SSA.The Acts require such notification even if a mere ‘danger
ofpollution’ is present, and thus also cover so-called ‘near-accidents’.

In the view of the court, the shipmaster must have clearly realised the great danger the ship was in
that night, particularly after she began to drift, so be clearly had the obligation to give such a notice
without waiting for an actual accident to occur.The court may have suspected — without there being
any direct indication of its suspicions on this matter in the judgment — that the shipmaster’s neglect in
giving notice was in fact intentional (ie the shipmaster hoped to avoid both the accident and having to
report a near-accident).

Considering the reasons for the shipmaster’s wish to conceal the near-accident, one may contemplate
the internal policy of the shipping company. CQSCO, and whether this was the real reason for the
shipmaster’s hesitation to notify the coastal administration until it was too late. Interestingly. the
court attempted to sketch a picture of strictly hierarchical relations on board Full City, a Chinese
vessel, speculating whether this cultural factor might have made the third officer hesitant about
disturbing the sleep of the shipmaster as the disaster unfolded that night.

The circumstances of the accident indicate that there may have been grounds for criticising, and
possibly penalising, the shipping company for poor safety culture and, more concretely, for
deficiencies in its approach to safety management. As mentioned earlier, the ISM Code was referred
to by the court but only in the context of assessing the shipmaster’s negligent conduct. Examination
of the shipping company’s policies in this respect may have shed more light on the shipmaster’s
behaviour in the case and would probably be useful for environmental law enforcement in the future.

Conclusion
The case of MV Full City is interesting because it illustrates how Norwegian courts understand the
concept of negligence in cases involving accidental pollution of the environment. lt also reflects a
general trend both in Norway and internationally to criminalise serious environmental violations.23
Although the Norwegian courts have already developed some practice on negligent environmental
violations, Full City is the first case in Norway to address specifically the application of criminal
liability to accidental ship-source pollution since Arisan (1992)24

The case also sheds light on states’ practice insofar as implementation of EU Directive 2005f35/EC
(as amended) is concerned.The directive criminalises pollution from ships, including pollution caused
by recklessness or gross negligence?5

The central point this case illustrates is that professional and experienced sailors are subject to a very
strict standard of care and good seamanship, and the higher the risks, the stricter the need to
exercise proper care. Another essential aspect of this case. in the author’s view, is the court’s
criticism of the shipmaster’s neglect to give notification of the emergency and danger of pollution.

It should also be pointed out that, unfortunately, neither the prosecutors nor the court made use of all
the means available under the applicable Norwegian laws to penalise negligent ship-source pollution
because they did not consider the shipping company’s responsibility for poor safety management with
respect to emergency notification and cooperation with coastal authorities to prevent accidents.

23 Pettersenand BuII(n3)p757.
24 Rt-1992-1578 (avajiable in Norwegian at LOVDATA).
n Directive 2005/ 35/EC of 7September2005. as amended by Direccive 2009/123/EC of2I October 2009, on ship-source pollution and

the on the introduccion of penalties for lnfringement. Applicable also in EEA Staces such as Norway.
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